The use of femtosecond laser pulses to selectively trigger an asymmetric photoreaction is demonstrated in this study. Depending on the handedness of the laser polarization, more R-or S-enantiomers of a racemate are gradually destroyed, leading to the generation of enantiomeric excess. The kinetic evolution of this excess is detected with a sensitive polarimeter. Hence, discrimination between racemic and achiral solutions and selective preparation of an enantiomeric excess within seconds is achievable.
Introduction
The concepts of symmetry and symmetry breaking play central roles in fundamental theories of physics, and symmetry properties are relevant for many applications across all disciplines of science and engineering. It is thus of general interest to determine whether a given object of study obeys certain symmetries or not. Chirality is an intrinsic structural property arising from symmetry considerations: a chiral object cannot be superimposed with its mirror image. In the macroscopic domain, optically discriminating chiral from achiral objects is usually straightforward, as the spatial conformation can be deduced directly. For microscopic objects, such as molecules, indirect spectroscopic methods are often employed using circular dichroism (CD) or optical activity (OA). 1 In both techniques, one exploits the chiral properties of light interacting differently with a molecule and its mirror image, i.e., with enantiomers. These approaches rely on a difference in absorption of left versus right circularly polarized light (CD) or a change in the polarization direction of transmitted linearly polarized light (OA), respectively. 2 In emission spectroscopy, the chirality of excited molecules is expressed in circularly polarized luminescence. 3 These effects are commonly exploited to identify the chirality of molecules in solution by optical means. Reaching measurable CD or OA signals may typically require long optical path lengths, high concentrations, and long integration times. Hence, only few ultrafast studies utilizing CD or OA could be established. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Approaches for determining the chirality of a sample in the gas phase with optical techniques were reported recently, detecting the angular distribution of photoelectrons 18, 19 or microwave emission. 20 By Coulomb explosion imaging 21 one can even measure the absolute configuration directly.
Here we address a question beyond the established optical procedures in discriminating chiral enantiomers from each other or chiral from achiral samples: can one optically distinguish (1) an ensemble in which all individual objects are achiral from (2) an ensemble in which the individual objects are chiral but exist as an equal mixture of enantiomers, i.e., a racemate? This question is directly connected with the desire for optical enantio-separation, or chiral purification, which recently has drawn some attention. [22] [23] [24] Common nonoptical methods for such discrimination are chirality-sensitive NMR 25 or the spatial separation of a racemate into its enantiomer components via, e.g., chiral chromatography, crystallization, or a combination of both. 26, 27 Typically, those are very demanding, costly and/or time-consuming. Thus, we address the question if it is however possible to develop an all-optical discrimination (i.e., being able to distinguish by optical means only) without prior spatial separation. Straightforward optical detection on an unseparated ensemble does not work because CD or OA of individual chiral molecules in the racemate average out. For an identification via tiny deviations in the band positions predicted due to parity violation, see ref. 28 and 29. Thus, both a racemic and an achiral solution show zero CD and zero OA. The main concept of the present work is to use accumulative femtosecond (fs) spectroscopy 30, 31 for creating an enantiomeric excess (ee) from the originally racemic solution and to rapidly detect the resulting OA with an extremely sensitive polarimeter. 32 In the literature, several optical routes are known for generating ee. 33 Optical ee generation has been demonstrated almost a century ago using long-term illumination with incoherent circularly polarized light [34] [35] [36] leading to asymmetric photodecomposition. Exploiting the CD effect, one enantiomer absorbs light of one handedness stronger than the other and thus preferentially photodissociates if such a channel is available, causing an ee of the other enantiomer. We transfer this idea to state-of-the-art fs laser spectroscopy allowing us (1) to generate and detect ee within seconds rather than days of illumination, (2) to follow the dynamical evolution of the asymmetric decomposition in quasi real-time, i.e., with a 100 Hz sampling rate, and (3) to enable future scenarios of chirality control with shaped fs laser pulses. For the latter, various schemes have been suggested using circularly 37, 38 or combinations of linearly polarized laser fields [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] but no successful experiment has
been reported yet in solution.
Experimental setup
The setup which is capable of optically discriminating racemic from achiral solutions is depicted in Fig. 1a . We employ a sensitive polarimeter to detect the pump-pulse-sequence-induced opticalrotation (OR) change Da in a capillary containing the sample. Details on the mode of operation and data recording can be found in ref. 32 . The main components of the polarimeter are a continuous-wave (CW) 405 nm laser diode, a linear polarizer, an electro-optic modulator (EOM), a Berek-type variable wave plate, and another linear polarizer working as analyzer. By driving the EOM with a saw-tooth voltage with a magnitude of twice the halfwave voltage of the EOM, the resulting polarizations constitute a circling through the poles of the Poincaré sphere, hence every ellipticity is achieved. The intensity after the analyzer is thus modulated with a sine function since only a one-dimensional projection of the polarization state can pass through the analyzer. Hence, the photodiode after the analyzer detects a sinusoidal signal with the same frequency as the EOM driving voltage. An optically active sample adds a rotation of the polarization plane, which translates to a change in the phase of the detected sinusoidal signal. By analyzing the photodiode signal with a lock-in amplifier we are able to detect OR changes of 0.10 mdeg at an optical path length of only 250 mm. 32 Note that we only detect OR changes Da, for absolute measurements a reference beam path would be necessary. The CW probe is spatially overlapped with a fs pump beam (267 nm, 100 fs, 1 kHz) in the sample capillary (Fig. 1a) . The 30 mm probe-beam diameter is small compared to the 200 mm pumpbeam diameter. The fs pump pulses can be blocked with a mechanical shutter and their polarization state can be varied via a combination of a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate between linear (LIN), right circular (RC), and left circular (LC) polarization. Several subsequent fs laser pulses irradiate the same sample volume and every single pulse initiates a photoreaction. Even if the quantum efficiency for such a single photoreaction might be small, due to the accumulation scheme over many fs pulses the resulting signal is large enough to be detected.
For each pump-pulse polarization the following measurement procedure (Fig. 1b) is conducted five times: the sample in the capillary is renewed by moving the stepper motor. Then, the acquisition of the OR is started while the shutter is still closed providing a baseline for any light-induced OR changes Da. The averaged value of this data is subtracted from the complete data since we are only interested in Da. After 1 s the pump shutter is opened at t = 0 and the sample is irradiated with UV laser pulses for 6 s, while Da is continuously recorded.
Results and discussion
We apply our method to 1,1 0 -binaphthyl-2,2 0 -diyl hydrogenphosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, CAS numbers: racemate 35193-63-6, R-enantiomer 39648-67-4, S-enantiomer 35193-64-7). Fig. 2 shows the CD spectra of the pure enantiomers and the racemate dissolved in methanol, as well as the absorption spectrum. While the racemate's CD spectrum is zero, the enantiomer spectra mirror each other. At the probe wavelength of 405 nm, neither enantiomer absorbs, hence the probe does not excite any molecules but solely monitors OR.
To demonstrate the capabilities of our approach we first perform experiments with the pure enantiomers (either R or S) in solution. The result of an accumulative OR experiment with the S-enantiomer in methanol (concentration g = 13.5 mg ml À1 )
is shown in Fig. 3 (black solid line). Here, LIN polarization was utilized to trigger the photodecomposition. 46 The result for the R-enantiomer (not shown) irradiated with LIN polarization is mirrored vertically at Da = 0. For LC or RC the absolute magnitude of the signal in Fig. 3 changes slightly, due to the slightly varying absorption of circular polarized light. However, as will be shown later, this effect is several orders of magnitude smaller than the measured OR change in Fig. 3 . The exposure period is marked by the two black solid vertical lines in Fig. 3 but also before (waiting period) and after the exposure (diffusion period) OR data is recorded. Thus, for t o 0 no pump pulses hit the sample, yielding a constant reference signal. This is used to be able to calculate the OR change Da. After opening the shutter at t = 0, the signal changes until the pump is blocked again. The signal decay towards Da = 0 afterwards is due to intact molecules diffusing into the probe volume. The complete curve of Fig. 3 can be described by modeling the photoreaction and including diffusion 30, 32 via
Here, a 0 refers to the OR of the utilized molecular system at the probe wavelength of 405 nm and an optical path length of 250 mm, as used in the experiment. The OR a pr (t,t) is present in the region of the capillary were the CW probe hits the sample before, during, and after the irradiation with fs pump pulses in the time period t, leading to photodecomposition with the rate Z. Since these two sub-volumes exhibit a different size (due to the different beam spot size of pump and probe beam) diffusion between these volumes and the surrounding volume can occur. 30, 32 This effect is included by the diffusion rate d pu describing the exchange between pump volume and the surrounding volume and d pr which refers to the diffusion between pump and probe volume. By convolving eqn (1) with the lock-in amplifier response function 
where Y(t) describes the Heaviside function, one can model the data in Fig. 3 . The fit (dashed orange line in Fig. 3 As demonstrated above and previously for another molecular system, 32 it is possible to detect photoinduced OR changes in enantiopure samples. However, the goal of the presented work . The Cotton effect for the electronic transition at 280 nm is clearly visible. Hence, by exciting the molecule with 267 nm we provide excess energy to the first excited state of the molecular system, making a photodecomposition more likely. Absorption is negligible at the OR probe wavelength of 405 nm. a pr ðt; tÞ ¼ a 0
is to discriminate between achiral and racemic solutions, and hence an OR change in a racemate must be generated. Thus, we perform accumulative OR measurements using the scheme of Fig. 1b with racemic solution (g = 13.5 mg ml
À1
). The results are shown in Fig. 4 . For LIN pulses (red), no change in OR (right axis) is visible apart from noise. In contrast, RC pulses (blue) lead to a positive change, LC pulses (green) to a negative change. For RC and LC an extremum after E3 s of illumination is visible. Under UV irradiation the molecules form non-chiral fragments, 46 but depending on the handedness of the polarization, more R-or S-enantiomers are gradually decomposed, leading to an ee. Due to the small difference of the absorption coefficients of both enantiomers for LC or RC polarization, one fs pulse would not lead to a detectable signal. However, by accumulating the outcome of subsequent photoreactions, this photoinduced ee can be exposed throughout the measurement of Fig. 4 . In contrast to the case of Fig. 3 the pump irradiation is not stopped. Hence, the loss of signal magnitude for the OR change with RC and LC for t 4 3 s must have a different origin. In the case of Fig. 4 the difference in the number of R-and S-enantiomer molecules in the probed volume is increasing up to t E 3 s, hence the OR change is also increasing. However, due to the continuous irradiation with fs laser pulses the number of molecules are decreased. At one point all molecules in the probe volume are destroyed and only small contributions from intact molecules diffusing into the pumped volume are possible. In that case no OR change is detected, since a racemic sample as well as no sample molecules deliver the same OR value. Hence, the signal for circular polarizations in Fig. 4 must decrease again if the irradiation with fs pulses lasts long enough. As mentioned in the introduction such a behavior is already known [34] [35] [36] and thus also theoretical approaches for kinetic modeling of ee are existent. In contrast to those 35, 47, 48 we describe the change in the number of molecules of the R-enantiomer upon RC illumination with first-order kinetics and combine that rate equation with diffusion into or out of the sample volume,
Here, N R (t) denotes the number of molecules of the R-enantiomer at time t and N R 0 at t = 0, F the photon flux impinging on the sample, and d pu an effective diffusion constant that takes into account the irradiation geometry, [30] [31] [32] like in eqn (1) . Thus, since the beam alignment is not changed the determined value for d pu from the experiment with the enantiopure solution (confer Fig. 3 ) is used in the following as a constant. The second diffusion constant d pr is omitted since the irradiation is not stopped. We define s R RC as the dimensionless cross section of the R-enantiomer for RC polarized light. It reflects the product of the molecular absorption coefficient and the quantum yield for decomposition in terms of a probability interpretation and is thus dimensionless, as e.g. also utilized in ref. 49 . Hence, also the photon flux F is given in photons per second and lacks the reference to unit area in this case. It is also possible to use the conventional definition which however would lead to a further parameter which must be determined by the fitting routine. Since both parameters occur always as a product in the fitting formulas this is not meaningful, hence we chose the above mentioned definition. Each enantiomer has a slightly different cross section for the two polarizations, i.e., s 
where N 0 = N R 0 = N S 0 because we have a racemate at and before t = 0. The Heaviside function Y(t) is needed since for t o 0 no pump irradiation takes place. Eqn (4) changes sign if either the enantiomers (R 2 S) or the polarizations (LC 2 RC) are exchanged. Similar to the enantiopure experiment, the convolution of eqn (4) with the response function of the lock-in amplifier, eqn (2), delivers fit curves as presented in Fig. 4 (dashed) . From the fit parameters we retrieve the relative difference of the cross sections for LC and RC to be s
15%. Even though the difference is small, our sensitive accumulative scheme enables following the kinetic evolution of the ee. Since ee scales linearly with OR, 47, 48 we calculate ee according to with a 0 determined from the fit of Fig. 3 . The right equality sign in eqn (5) holds only if no diffusion would be present in an experiment like the one presented in Fig. 4 since the ''true'' OR is diminished by diffusion. However, given the experimental noise it is a good approximation. This allows us to quantitatively obtain the ee axis in Fig. 4 (left) . The plot reveals an ee of more than 4% at the optimal time point t E 3 s. If the irradiation is stopped at that point, this ee persists in the sample and only decreases via diffusion to and from the non-irradiated sample volume. The definition of the ee in eqn (5) describes the difference in the number of enantiomers present at time t of the experiment divided by the initial total number of molecules. Typically, like in ref. 25 , 47 and 48 also the denominator is chosen to be time-dependent, which leads to a diverging ee in the case when all molecules in the sample solution are destroyed. Hence, we chose to normalize to the initial total number of molecules [confer eqn (5)].
Optical discrimination
We now proceed to discuss how the detection of photoinduced ee, as presented in Fig. 4 , can be used to discriminate racemic from achiral solutions. We hereby assume that we have dissolved one unknown molecular species in a known solvent. The linear absorption spectrum of this solution is known. Furthermore, also a static CD or OA spectrum is measured of the unknown solute but does not exhibit any signal. Hence, we know spectral regions where the unknown molecule absorbs, but we do not know if it is a racemic mixture or if the molecules in the solution are just achiral. We consider nine scenarios which might in general apply for the case described above. For all scenarios it is presumed that irradiation with fs pulses leads to a photoproduct which is different from the corresponding reactant, i.e., a photochemical reaction. In this section we discuss optical discrimination of racemic from achiral solutions if the molecules under investigation interact with the fs pump pulses in the linear power regime. This is the simplest case, and can be verified with suitable attenuator series. For the situation of higher-order pump-power dependence see ESI. † For the analysis, we divided the above mentioned nine scenarios in four possible scenarios where only LIN pulses are used to irradiate the sample, as depicted in Fig. 5a and five possible scenarios in the case of circularly polarized pump pulses, presented in Fig. 5b . For LIN polarization our polarimeter will never measure a signal different from a flat line since no ee can be generated with LIN pulses.
The situation changes if one considers circularly polarized (LC or RC) pump pulses in scenarios 5-9, presented in Fig. 5b . Starting with an achiral molecular system in solution a photoreaction triggered by the absorption of one photon of the circularly polarized fs pulses always leads to no optical rotation change (see scenarios 5 and 6 in Fig. 5b ). However, in the case of a racemic mixture as reactant the irradiation with fs laser pulses always leads to a non-zero optical rotation change (scenarios 7-9 in Fig. 5b ). The data presented in Fig. 4 (LC and RC) corresponds to scenario 7 in Fig. 5b . The shape of the curve would be similar if chiral, as racemic mixture, rather than achiral photoproducts were generated (scenario 8). For the special case that after a one-photon excitation with every fs laser pulse of the pulse train an ee could be generated, a constant offset signal for long illumination times would be measured (scenario 9).
Summarizing the results from all the various scenarios, optical discrimination of achiral and racemic solutions is straightforward with our approach in the linear power regime of pump-pulse interactions since the polarimeter never measures a signal if an achiral solution is the reactant (Fig. 5b, left  graph) while a non-zero optical rotation change is observed in the case of a racemic mixture (Fig. 5b, right graph) . The latter case was experimentally demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Prolonged fs irradiation might lead to further photoreactions (see ESI †) but Analogously R refers to a racemic mixture which differs from the racemate R 0 . An enantiomeric excess is referred to with the letter E. (a) If the reactant in its initial state is achiral (left graph) or racemic (right graph), only an achiral or racemic solution can be generated photochemically with LIN pump pulses. Hence, in scenario 1-4 no optical rotation change can be observed and the signal corresponds to a flat line. (b) For initially achiral solutions also no optical rotation changes can be detected at any time with our approach if circular polarizations (LC or RC) are utilized. This changes if the sample under investigation is racemic. Here, either an achiral solution is generated (scenario 7), a different racemic mixture (scenario 8), i.e., the product molecules differ from the reactant molecules but still occur as a racemic mixture, or a persisting enantiomeric excess (scenario 9) is generated. In these three scenarios an optical rotation change can be detected. Thus, for one-photon interaction with the fs pump pulses optical discrimination is achievable by using circularly polarized fs pump pulses. If no optical rotation change is observed the sample is achiral; otherwise, if a signal is measured, the sample was initially racemic.
as long as the chiral state of the product obtained with one photon is not changed this does not influence the discrimination capabilities of the presented method. Thus, optical discrimination between racemic and achiral solutions can be achieved if an excitation in the linear power regime causes a photoreaction for which the chirality properties of reactant and product differ.
Outlook
Summarizing, we have disclosed optical discrimination between various scenarios of achiral and racemic molecular solutions in the case of a linear dependence on the fs pump-pulse power. In particular, and in contrast to state-of-the-art methods, 22-27 spatial separation is not required to discriminate racemic from achiral samples. Moreover, if the accumulative pump illumination is stopped at the right moment, the induced ee in the sample volume can be exploited for other purposes. Since the setup allows for fs time resolution 32 future studies may investigate the ultrafast dynamics of chiral-molecule photoreactions. Beyond chiral discrimination, the presented setup can also be utilized for quantum control approaches 50 which necessitate several interactions with fs pump pulses as theoretically proposed. 40, 43, 44 Here, the ambiguities derived in the ESI † are not of concern since in this case one typically knows the initial chirality state of the sample, but wants, e.g., to purify a racemic sample and thus enhance the achievable ee. For such purposes, the presented polarimeter can deliver a suitable feedback signal for closed-or open-loop quantum control approaches due to the demonstrated rapid enantioselective detection.
